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176 Supporting Productive Struggle with Communication Moves
Ben Freeburn and Fran Arbaugh
Read about ways to determine how your students are thinking, and then implement NCTM's mathematical teaching practices as students work on a task.

182 Fostering Persistence: 3D Printing and the Unforeseen Impact on Equity
Daniel L. FitzPatrick and Victoria S. Domínguez
A professor and a preservice teacher take some risks constructing a "homemade" printer.
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Increase students' access to and success with complex quadratic function tasks in any middle school, high school, or early college mathematics class.
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A professor and her student identify key ingredients to nurture teachers in supporting students to be persistent problem solvers.
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In his 1959 movie, A Hole in the Head, Frank Sinatra sang these Sammy Cahn lyrics: "Anyone knows an ant, can't, move a rubber tree plant. But he's got high hopes . . . apple pie in the sky hopes . . . ." So did the song's ram, trying to "punch a hole in a dam." Persistence and perseverance won out for both, as the song continues: "Oops there goes a billion kilowatt dam." For "when troubles call, and your back's to the wall/There's a lot to be learned, that wall could fall . . . ." Persistence is a wonderful quality to have, but nurturing it in our students is not so easily done. This 2018 Focus Issue tells some wonderful stories about how to nurture this skill and inculcate in students the experience of feeling, as Cahn writes it and Sinatra sings it, the thrill of overcoming difficulties: "Oops there goes another problem kerplunk."
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